A DISCOURSE OF THE SINFULNESS AND
CURE OF THOUGHTS.

And God

saw that the wickedness of

man

icas

great in the earth,

and

that

every imagination of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually.
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not a more lively description in the whole book of God, of the natufrom our first parents, than these words ; wherein you

ral corruption derived

have the ground of that grief which lay so close to God's heart, ver. 6, and
the resolve thereupon to destroy man, and what was serviceable to that ungrateful creature. That must be highly offensive which moved God to repent
of a fabric so pleasing to him at the creation, every stone in the building
being, at the first laying, pronounced good by him ; and upon a review, at
the finishing of the whole, he left it the same character with an emphasis,
There was not a pin in the whole frame but was
very good,' Gen. i. 31.
'

'very beautiful,' Eccles. iii. 11; and being wrought by infinite Wisdom,
What, then, should provoke
Ps. civ. 24, it was a very comely piece of ai't."^'
him to repent of so excellent a work ? ' The wickedness of man, which was
How came it to pass that man's wickedness should
great in the earth.'
From the imagination. Though
swell so high ? Whence did it spring ?
imaginations, might not the superior faculty preserve
sinful
these might be
itself untainted? Alas! that was defiled. The imagination of the thoughts was
But though running thoughts might wheel about in his mind, yet they
evil.
might leave no stamp or impression upon the will and affections. Yes, they
The imagination of the thoughts of his heart was evil. Surely all
did.
could not be under such a blemish were there not now and then some pure
But granting that
flashes of the mind ? No, not one ; every imagination.
they were evil, might there not be some fleeting good mixed with them ; as a
Well, but there
poisonous toad hath something useful ? No, only evil.
might be some intervals of thinking, and though there was no good thought,
yet evil ones were not always ruling there. Yes, they were continually ; not
a moment of time that man was free from them. One would scarce imagine
sucli an inward nest of wickedness, but God hath afiirmed it ; and if any
man should deny it, his own heart would give him the lie.
Let us now consider the words by themselves.
:

* nej/xaxxt;
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imagiuatioD, properly signifies fir/mentum, of IV" to afflict, press, or
form a thing by way of compression. And thus it is a metaphor taken from
a potter's framing a vessel, and extends to whatsoever is framed inwardly in
the heart, or outwardly in the work.
It is usually taken by the Jews for
that fountain of sin within us.
Mercer tells us it is always used iu an evil
IV'',

But there

no more) wherein it is taken in a good
stayed;' and 1 Chron. xxix. 18, where
David prays, that a disposition to offer willingly to the Lord might be preserved in the imagination of the thoughts of the heart of the people.'
Insense.

"

sense

:

two places
'whose mind

are

Isa. xxvi. 3,

(if

is

*

deed, for the most part

it is taken for the evil imaginations of the heart, as
Deut. xxxi. 21, Ps. ciii. 14, &c.
The Jews made a double figment, a good
and bad and fancy two angels assigned to man, one bad, another good
which Maimonides interprets to be nothing else but natural corruption and
This word imagination being joined with thoughts, implies not
reason.f
only the complete thoughts, but the first motion or formation of them, to
be evil.
The word heart is taken variously in Scripture. It signifies properly that
inward member, which is the seat of the vital spirits but sometimes it signifies, 1, the understanding and mind
Ps. xii. 2, With a double heart do
they speak ;' i. e. with a double mind, Prov. viii. 5.
2. For the will
;

;

;

'

:

2 Kings
3.

30,

X.

For the

heart

'

All that

afiections

;

as,

is
'

in

Thou

my

heart

;'

i. e.

my

in

will

and

pui'pose.

Lord thy God with all thy
4. For conscience
2 Sam. xxiv. 6,
conscience checked him.
But heart

shalt love the

i. e. with all thy affections.
David's heart smote him ;' i. e. his
here is used for the whole soul, because (according to Parens his note) the
soul is chiefly seated in the heart, especially the will, and the afiections her
attendants
because, when any aff'ection stirs, the chief motion of it is felt
in the heart.
So that, by the ' imaginations of the thoughts of the heart,'
are here meant all the inward operations of the soul, which play their part
principally in the heart whether they be the acts of the understanding, the
resolutions of the will, or the blusterings of the affections.
Only evil. The vulgar mentions not the exclusive particle pi, and so
enervates the sense of the place.
But our neighbour translations either
express it as we do, only ; or to that sense, that they were certainly, or no
other than evil.
;'

:

'

;

,

The Hebrew

^ITI 73, all the day, or every day.
Some
verbatim as the Hebrew.
Not a moment of a man's
life, wherein our hereditary corruption doth not belch out its froth, even
from his youth, as God expounds it, Gen. viii. 21, to the end of his hfe.|

Continually.

translations express

it

Whether we shall refer the general wickedness of the heart iu the text to
some of the Jesuits do, because, after the deluge, God doi^h not
seem so severely to censure it or rather take the exposition the learned
that age, as

;

Rivet gives
wickedness
part to the
the world;

of
of

it,

referring the first part of the verse,

*

And God saw

that the

man was

great in the earth,' to thoje times, and the second
universal corruption of man's natm-e, and the root of all sin in

the Jesuits' argument will not be very valid, for the extenut
tion of original corruption, from Gen. viii. 21.
For if man's imaginations be
evil
'

'

from his youth,' what is
But suppose

continually' ?

may

it

not be applied to

all

but in another phrase to say they were so
be understood of the iniquity of that age,
ages of the world ?
David complains of the
it
it

* Alii roctius dicunt non esse "1V^ nisi in malum. Merc, in loc.
t nian -^T y-in tV^ IIOD-IV^ Mamon. More Nevoch. par. iii. cap. 22.
sur. in locum.

VOL. V.

Amam.

% Rivet, in Gen. excrcit. 51.

T

Cen-

;

:
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own

•wicljedness of his
all

mankind, Rom.
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time, Ps. xiv. 8, Ps. v. 9
yet St Paul applies it to
12.
Indeed, it seems to be a description of man's
;

iii.

natural pravity, by God's words, after the deluge. Gen. viii. 21, which are
the same in sense, to shew that man's nature, after that destroying judgment,

was no

Every word is emphatical, exaggerating man's
Wherein consider the universality,

better than before.

defilement.

Of the subject, every man.'
Of the act, every thought.'
3. Of the qualification of the act,
only evil.'
4. Of the time,
continually.'
The words thus opened aff'ord us this proposition
That the thoughts, and inward operations of the
1.

*

2.

'

'

'

rally universally evil,

Some by

souls of

men, are natu-

and highly provoking.

mean not

only the acts of the understanding, but those
of the will, yea, and the sense too.
But indeed that which we call cogitation,
or thought, is the work of the mind ; imagination, of the fancy.*
It is not
properly thought till it be wrought by the understanding, because the fancy
was not a power designed for thinking, but only to receive the images imcogitation

pressed upon the sense, and concoct them, that they might be fit matter for
thoughts
and so it is the exchequer wherein all the acquisitions of sense are
deposited, and from thence received by the intellective faculty.
So that
thoughts are inclwative in the fancy, comummative in the understanding, terminative in all the other faculties.
Thought first engenders opinion in the
mind ; thought spurs the will to consent or dissent ; it is thought also which
spirits the affections.
I will not spend time to acquaint you with the methods of their generation.
Every man knows he hath a thinking faculty, and some inward conceptions,
which he calls thoughts ; he knows that he thinks, and what he thinks,
though he be not able to describe the manner of their formation in the womb,
or remember it any more than the species of his own face in a glass.
In this discourse, let us first see what kind of thoughts are sins.
1. Negatively.
A simple apprehension of sin is not sinful. Thoughts
receive not a sinfulness barely from the object.
That may be unlawful to be
acted which is not unlawful to be thought of.
Though the will cannot will
sin without guilt, yet the understanding may apprehend sin without guilt
for that doth no more contract a pollution by the bare apprehension, than
Thoughts
the eye doth by the reception of the species of a loathsome object.
are morally evil when they have a bad principle, want a due end, and converse with the object in a wrong manner.
Angels cannot but understand
the offence which displaced the apostate stars from heaven, but they know
practicd.
Glorified saints may consider their former sins,
not sin cof/nitione
to enhance their admirations of pardoning mercy.
Christ himself must needs
understand the matter of the devil's temptation ; yet Satan's suggestions to
his thoughts were as the vapours of a jakes mixed with the sunbeams, without a defilement of them.
Yea, God himself, who is infinite purity, knows
the objects of his own acts which are conversant about sin ; as his holiness
in forbidding it, wisdom in permitting, mercy in pardoning, and justice in
punishing.
But thoughts of sin in Christ, angels, and glorified persons, are
accompanied with an abhorrency of it, without any combustible matter in
them to be kindled by it. As our thoughts of a divine object are not gracious, unless we love and delight in it, so a bare apprehension of sin is not
;

we delight in the object apprehended. As a sinobject doth not render our thoughts evil, so a divine object doth not

positively criminal, unless
ful

* Cartes. Frincip.

Philos., part

i.

sect, ix.
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reuder them good, because we may think of it with undue circumstances, as
And thus there is an imperfection in the best
unseasonably, coldly, &c.
thought a regenerate man hath ; for though I will suppose he may have a
sudden ejaculation without the mixture of any positive impurity, and a simple
apprehension of sin, with a detestation of it, yet there is a defect in each of
them, because it is not with that raised affection to God, or intense abhorrency of sin, as is due from us to such objects, and whereof we were capable
in our primitive state.

Our thoughts may be branched into first motions, or such
more voluntary.
1. First motions
those unfledged thoughts and single threads, before a
such as
multitude of them come to be twisted and woven into a discourse
skip up from our natural corruptions, and sink down again, as fish in a river.
These are sins, though we consent not to them, because, though they are
2.

Positively.

that are

:

;

without our will, they are not against our nature, but spring from an inordinate frame, of a different hue from what God implanted in us. How can the
Not only the thought formed, but
first sprouts be good, if the root be evil ?
Voluntariness is not necesthe very formation, or first imagination, is evil.
It is not
sary to the essence of a sin, though it be to the aggravation of it.
my will or knowledge which doth make an act sinful^ but God's prohibition.
Lot's incest was not ushered by any deliberate consent of his will. Gen. xix.
33, 35, yet who will deny it to be a sin, since he should have exercised a
severer command over himself than to be overtaken with drunkenness, which
was the occasion of it ? Original sin is not effective voluntary, in infants,
because no act of the will is exerted in an infant about it ; yet it is volunThese motions may be
tary subjective, because it doth inhcErere voluntati.
said to be voluntary negatively, because the will doth not set bounds to them,

and exercise that sovereign dominion over the operations of the soul which
Besides,
it ought to do, and wherewith it was at its first creation invested.
though the will doth not immediately consent to them, yet it consents to the
to the
according
therefore,
occasions which administer such motions, and
rule, that causa causcB est causa causati, they may be justly charged upon our
Bcore.

such
2. Voluntary thoughts, which are the blossoms of these motions
that have no lawful object, no right end, not governed by reason, eccentric,
disorderly in their motions, and like the jarring strings of an untuned instrument.
The meanest of these floating fancies are sins, because we act
not in the production of them as rational creatures ; and what we do with:

out reason, we do against the law of our creation, which appointed reason
our guide, and the understanding to be rh Yiyz/Movuhv, the governing power
in our souls.
These may be reduced to three heads.
I. In regard of God.
II. Of ourselves.
III. Of others.
I. In regard of God.
1. Cold thoughts of God.
When no affection is raised in us by them.
When we dehght not in God, the object of those thoughts, but in the thought
itself, and operation of our mind about him, consisting of some quaint notion
for

God of our own conceiving ; this is to dehght in the act or manner of
thinking, not in the object thought of; and thus these thoughts have a foliy
They are also sinful in a regenerate man, in respect of
and vanity in them.
of

the faintness of the understanding, not acting with that vigour and sprightliand spiritual affections, which the worth of such

ness, nor with those raised

an object doth require.
2. Debasing conceptions, unworthy of God.

Such are

called

in

the

!

chaknock's works.
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Rom. i. 21, hakoyioixoTg, their reasonings about
vain imaginations
God who, as they glorified not God as God,' so they did not think of God
Such a mental idolatry may be
as God, according to the dignity of a deity.
found in us, when we dress up a god according to our own humours, humanize
heatlien

:'

'

'

;

him, and ascribe to him what is grateful to us, though never so base Ps.
1. 21,
Thou thoughtest that I was altogether such an one as thyself; which
is a grosser degrading of the Deity than any representation of him by material
images because it is directly against his holiness, which is his glory, Exod.
XV. 11
applauded chiefly by the angels, Isa. vi. 3 and an attribute which
he swears by, Ps. Ixxxix. 35, as having the greatest regard to the honour of
it.
Such an imagination Adam seemed to have, conceiting God to be so
mean a being, that he, a creature not of a day's standing, could mount to an
equality of knowledge with him.
3. Accusing thoughts of God, either of his mercy, as in despair
or of his
Of his providence Adam
justice, as too severe, as in Cain, Gen. iv. 13.
conceited, yea, and charged God's providence to be an occasion of his crime
Gen. iii. 12, The woman whom thou gavest to be with me.' His posterity
are no juster to God, when they accuse him as a negligent governor of the
world Ps. xciv. 11, The Lord knoweth the thoughts of man, that they are
vanity.'
What thoughts ? Injurious thoughts of his providence, ver. 7, as
though God were ignorant of men's actions or, at best, but an idle spectator
of all the unrighteousness done in the world, not to regard it though he did
see it.
And they in the prophet were of the same stamp, that said in their
hearts, Zeph. i. 12,
The Lord will not do good, neither will ke do evil'
From such kind of thoughts most of the injuries from oppressors, and murmurings in the oppressed, do arise.
4. Curious thoughts about things too high for us.
It is the frequent
business of men's minds to flutter about things without the bounds of God's
revelation.
Not to be content with what God hath published is to accuse
him, in the same manner as the serpent did to our first parents, of envying
us an intellectual happiness: Gen. iii. 5, God knows that your eyes shall
be opened.'
Yet how do all Adam's posterity long after this forbidden fruit
Our thoughts are proud, self-confident, selfII. In regard of ourselves.
applauding, foolish, covetous, anxious, unclean, and what not ?
1. Ambitious.
The aspiring thoughts of the first man runs in the veins
God took notice of such strains in the king of Babylon,
of his posterity.
I will exalt my throne above
Isa. xiv. 13, 14, when he said in his heart,
the stars of God, I will ascend above the heights of the clouds, I will be like
the Most High.'
No less a charge will they stand under that settle themselves
upon their own bottom, establish their own righteousness, and will not
submit to the righteousness of God's appointment,' Rom. x. 3. The most
forlorn beggar hath sometimes thoughts vast enough to grasp an empire.
Edom's thoughts swelled him into, a vain confidence of
2. Self-confident.
a perpetual prosperity and David sometimes said, in the like state, that he
should never be moved.
Either in the vain remembrances of our former
3. Self-applauding.
prosperity, or ascribing our present happiness to the dexterity of our own wit.
Such flaunting thoughts had Nebuchadnezzar at the consideration of his
settling Babylon, the head and metropohs of so great an empire
Obad. 3,
:

'

'

;

;

;

;

:

:

'

'

:

;

'

'

'

'

;

:

Who

me down

ground ?' Dan.
iv. 30,
Is not this great Babylon, that I have built for the house of the
kingdom ? &c. Nothing more ordinary among men than overweening reflections upon their own parts, and thinking of themselves above what they
ought to think,' Eom. xii. 3, 4.
*

That saith in his heart.

shall bring

'

'

'

to the
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4. Ungrounded imaginations of the events of things, either present or
future.
Such wild conceits, like meteors bred of a few vapours, do often

It is likely Eve fooHshly
our minds.
(1.) Of things present.
imagined she had brought forth the Messiah when she brought forth a murderer
Gen. iv. 1, 'I have gotten a man the Lord (as in the Hebrew, ^'^i^
nin''"nX), beHeving (as some interpret) that she had brought forth the promised seed. And such a brisk conceit Lamech seems to have had of Noah,
Gen. V. 29. (2.) Of things to come, either in bespeaking false hopes, or antedating improbable griefs.
Such are the jolly thoughts we have of a happy
estate in reversion, which yet we may fall short of.
Haman's heart, Esther
vi. 6, leaped at the king's question,
What shall be done to the man whom
the king delighteth to honour?' fancying himself the mark of his prince's
Or
favour, without thinking that a halter should soon choke his ambition.
perplexing thoughts at the fear of some trouble which is not yet fallen upon
us, and perhaps never may.
How did David torture his soul by his unbelieving fears, 1 Sam. xxvii. 1, that he should one day perish by the hand of
We often feel
Saul
These forestalling thoughts do really afiect us.
caperings in our spirits upon imaginary hopes, and shiverings upon conceited
fears.
These pleasing impostures and self-afflieting suppositions are signs
either of an idle or indigent mind, that hath no will to work, or only rotten
materials to work upon.
When we exercise our minds
5. Immoderate thoughts about lawful things.
not in subtoo thick, and with a fierceness of affection above their merit
Worldly
serviency to God, or mixing our cares with dependencies on him.
concerns may quarter in our thoughts, but they must not possess all the
room, and thrust Christ into a manger neither must they be of that value
with us as the law was with David, sweeter than the honey or the honeycomb.
III. In- regard of others.
All thoughts of our neighbour against the rule
of charity r
Such that imagine evil in their hearts, God hates,' Zech. viii.
17.
These principally are, 1, envious, when we torment ourselves with
other's fortunes.
Such a thought in Gain, Gen. iv. 5, upon God's acceptance
of his brother's sacrifice, was the prologue to, and foundation of, that cursed
murder.
2. Censorious, stigmatizing every freckle in our brother's conversation, 1 Tim, vi. 4.
S. Jealous and evil surmises, contrary to charity, which
thinks no evil,' 1 Cor. xiii. 5.
4. Revengeful
such made Haman take
little content in his preferments, as long as Mordecai refused to court him,
Esther v. 13 ; and Esau thought of the days of mourning for his father,
that he might be revenged for his brother's deceits
Gen. xxvii. 41, Esau
frisk in

'

:

'

!

;

;

'

'

;

'

:

said in his heart,' &c.

There

is

no

sin

committed

in the

world but

is

hatched in one or other of

But beside these there are a multitude of other volatile conceits, like swarms of gnats buzzing about us, and preying upon us, and as
frequent in their successions as the curlings of the water upon a small breath
of wind, one following another close at the heels.
The mind is no more
these thoughts.

thoughts than the first matter is with forms, continually shifting one for another, and many times the nobler for the baser, as when upon
the putrefaction of a human body, part of the matter is endued with the
form of vennin.
Such changeable things are our minds in leaving that which
satisfied with

good for that which is worse, when they are inveigled by an active fancy,
and Bedlam affections. This madness is in the hearts of men while they
live,' Eccles. ix. 8, and starts a thousand frenzies in a day.
At the best, our
fancy is like a carrier's bag, stuffed with a world of letters, having no dependence one upon another
some containing -business, others nothing but froth.
is

'

;
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all

delight

;

these thoughts there
2, contrivance

;

is
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a further guilt in three respects, viz. 1,

3, reacting.

1. Delight in them.
The very tickling of our fancy by a sinful motion,
though without a formal consent, is a sin, because it is a degree of complacency in an unlawful object.
When the mind is pleased with the subject of
the thought, as it hath a tendency to some sensual pleasure, and not simply
in the thought itself, as it may enrich the understanding with some degree
of knowledge.
The thought indeed of an evil thing may be without any
delight in the evil of it, as philosophers deUght in making experiments of

poisonous creatures, without delighting in the poison as it is a noxious
quality.
We may delightfully think of sin without guilt, not delighting in
it as sin, but as God by his wise providential ordering extracts glory to himself, and good to his creature.
In this case, though a sinful act be the
material object of this pleasure, yet it is not the formal object, because the
delight is not terminated in the sin, but in God's ordering the event of it to
his own glory.
But an inchnation to -a sinful motion as it gratifies a corrupt
affection is sin, because every inclination is a malignant tincture upon the
affections, including in it« own nature an aversion from God, and testifying
sin to be an agreeable object
and without question there can be no inclination to anything without some degree of pleasure in it, because it is impossible
we can incline to that which we have a perfect abhorrency of. Hence it
follows that every inclination to a sinful motion is consensus inchoatiis, or a
consent in embryo, though the act may prove abortive.
If we think of
any unlawful thing with pleasure, and imagine it either in fieri or facto esse,
it brings a guilt upon us as if it were really acted
upon the conwhen,
as
sideration of such a man's being my enemy, I fancy robbers rifling his goods
and cutting his throat, and rejoice in this revengeful thought as if it were
really done, it is a great sin, because it testifies an approbation of such a
butchery, if any man had will and opportunity to commit it ; and though it
be a supposition, yet the act of the mind is really the same it would be if
the sinful act I think of were performed
or when a man conditionally
thinks with himself, I would steal such a man's goods, or kill such a person,
if I could escape the punishment attending it, it is as if he did rob and
murder him, because there is no impediment in his will to the commission
of it, but only in the outward circumstances
nay, though it be a mere
ens intentionale or rationis, which is the object of the thought, yet the act
of the mind is real, and as significant of the inclination of the soul as if the
object were real too
as if a man hath an unclean motion at the sight of a
picture, which is only a composition of well-mixed and well-ordered colours
or at the appearance of the idea of a beauty framed in his own fancy, it is
as much uncleanness as if it were terminated in some suitable object, the
hindrance being not in the will, but in the insufliciency of the object to concur in such an act.
Now, as the more delight there is in any holy service,
the more precious it is in itself, and more grateful to God, so the more plea;

;

;

;

:

;

sure there

more malignity there is in it.
the delight in the thought grows up to the contrivance of the act (which is still the work of the thinking faculty).
When
the mind doth brood upon a sinful motion to hatch it up, and invents
methods for performance, which the wise man calls artificial inventions,
Eccles.vii. 29, niJnK^n, so a learned man* interprets diaXoyiS/ioi 'Trov'/j^oi, Mat.
XV. 19, of contrivances of murder, adultery, &c.
And the word signifies
properly, reasonings.
When men's wits play the devils in their souls, in
inventing sophistical reasons for the commission and justification of their
is

in

any

2. Contrivance.

sinful motion, the

When

*

Dr Hammoud on Mat.

xv. 19.

:
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crimes, with a mighty jollity at their own craft, such plots are the trade of a
wicked man's heart. A covetous man will be working in bis inward shop
till night to study new methods for gain ;^' and voluptuous and
ambitious persons will draw schemes and models in their fancy of what they
They conceive mischief, and bring forth
would outwardly accomplish
Hence the thoughts
vanity, and theii- belly prepares deceit,' Job xv. 35.
are called the counsels,' 1 Cor. iv. 5, and devices of the heart,' Isa. xxxii.
7, 8, when the heart summons the bead, and all the thoughts of it, to sit in
debate as a private junto about a sinful motion.
Though the individual
3. Reacting sin after it is outwardly committed.
action be transient, and cannot be committed again, yet the idea and image
of it remaining in the memory may, by the help of an apish fancy, be repeated
a thousand times over with a rarefied pleasare, as both the features of our
friends, and the agreeable conversations we have had with them, may with a
fresh relish be represented in our fancies, though the persons were rotten

from morning

:

'

'

many

'

years ago.

Having thus declared the nature of our thoughts, and the degrees of

their

next thing is to prove that they are sins.
The Jews did not acknowledge them to be sins,t unless they were blasphemous, and immediately against God himself. Some heathens were more
orthodox, and, among the rest, Ovid, whose amorous pleasures one would
The Lord (whose
think should have smothered such sentiments in him.:}:
knowledge is infallible) knows the thoughts of men that they are vanity,
yea, and of the wisest men too, according to the apostle's inPs. xciv. 11
And who were they that became vain in their
terpretation, 1 Cor. iii. 20.
the Grecians,
imaginations,' but the wisest men the carnal world yielded
the greatest philosophers, the Egyptians their tutors, and the Romans their
The elaborate operations of an unregenerate mind are fleshly, Rom.
apes ?
'The thought
If the whole web be so, needs must every thread.
Tiii. 5, 7.
of foolishness is sin,' Prov. xxiv. 9 (/. e. a foolish thought, not objectively a
God,' Prov.
abomination
to
one
formally
an
folly,
but
so)
yea,
thought of
;
As good thoughts and purposes are acts in God's account, so are
XV. 26.
bad ones. Abraham's intention to offer Isaac is accounted as an actual
sacrifice, Heb. xi. 17, James ii. 21 ; that the stroke was not given was not
from any reluctance of Abraham's will, but the gracious indulgence of God.
Sarah had a deriding thought, and God chargeth it as if it were an outward
Gen. xviii. 12, 15, Therefore Sarah laughed
laughter and a scornful word
within§ herself, saying,' &c.
Thoughts are the words of the mind, and as
real in God's account as if they were expressed with the tongue.
There are three reasons for the proof of this, that they are sins.
1. They are contrary to the law, which doth forbid the first foamings and
belchings of the heart, because they arise from an habitual corruption, and
testify a defect of something which the law requires to be in us, to correct
the excursions of our minds Rom. vii. 7, 'I had not known lust, except the
Doth not the law oblige man as a
law had said. Thou shalt not covet.'
guilt, the

'

;

'

:

'

:

'

:

* 2 Pet.

ii.

14, xao^iav

'ytyv/iya(rfi.'tvnv

Tali ^-Xtovilixi;, a heart

exercised in covetous

practices,

t Kimchi

in Ps. Ixvi. as quoted by Grotius in Mat. v. 20.
t Ut jam servaris bene corpus, adultera mens est,
'

Nee custodiri, ni velit, ilia potest.
Nee mentem servare potes, licet omnia claudas
Omnibus occlusis intus adulter erit.'

— Ovid. Amor.

2

Nny?D3

in visceribus suit,

Targum.

1. iii.

Eleg.

iv. v. 5,

&c.
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him

Shall it then leave that part, which doth constitute
and giddy fancies ? No it binds the soul as the principal
For if it were given only for the
only
as the instrument.
body
agent, the
sensitive part, without any respect to the rational, it would concern brutes
as well as men, which are as capable of a rational command and a voluntary

rational creature ?

rational, to fleeting

;

It exacts a conobedience, as man without the conduct of a rational soul.
formity of the whole man to G-od, and prohibits a deformity, and therefore
It must then
engageth chiefly the inward part, which is most the man.
extend to all the acts of the man, consequently to his thoughts, they being
more the acts of the man than the motions of the body. Holiness is the

prime excellency of the law, a title ascribed to it twice in one verse Rom.
Wherefore the law is holy, and the commandment holy, just, and
vii. 12,
good.'
Could it be holy, if it indulged looseness in the more noble part of
the creature ? Could it he just, if it favoured inward unrighteousness ? Could
it be good, and useful to man, which did not enjoin a suitable conformity to
God, wherein the creature's excellency lies ? Can that deserve the title of a
spiritual law, that should only regulate the brutish part, and leave the spiritual
Can j^^^foction be ascribed to that law
to an unbounded licentiousness ?
which doth countenance the unsavoury breathings of the spirit, and lay no
Must not
stricter an obhgation upon us than the laws of men ? Mat. v. 28.
God's laws be as suitable to his sovereignty, as men's laws are to theirs ?
Must they not then be as extensive as God's dominion, and reach even to
the privatest closets of the heart ? It is not for the honour of God's holiness,
righteousness, goodness, to let the spirit, which bears more flourishing
characters of bis image than the body, range wildly about without a legal
:

'

curb.
2.

They

Whatsoever

are contrary to the order of nature, and the design of our creation.
is a swerving from our primitive nature is sin, or at least a con-

But

inchnations to sin are contrary to that righteousness,
endued.
Man was created both with a disposition
and ability for holy contemplations of God ; the first glances of his soul were
pure ; he came every way complete out of the mint of his infinitely wise and
good Creator ; and when God pronounced all his creatures good, he pronounced man very good amongst the rest. But man is not now as God
created him, he is ofi' from his end, his understanding is filled with lightness
and vanity. This disorder never proceeded from the God of order ; infinite
goodness could never produce such an evil frame; none of these loose invenEccles. vii. 29, ' God
tions were of God's planting, but of man's seeking
made man perfect ; but they have sought out many inventions.' No ; God
never created the intellective, no, nor the sensitive part, to play Domitian's
game, and sport itself in the catching of flies. 'Man that is in honour, and
understands not that which he ought to understand, and thinks not that
which he ought to think, 'is like the beasts that perish,' Ps. xlix. 20; he
plays the beast, because he acts contrary to the nature of a rational and imAnd such brutes we all naturally are, since the first woman
mortal soul.
believed her sense, her fancy, her affection, in their directions for the attainment of wisdom, without consulting God's law, or her own reason. Gen. iii. 6.
The fancy was bound by the right of nature to serve the understanding. It
is then a slighting God's wisdom to invert this order, in making that our
It is injustice to the dignity of our
governor which he made our subject.
own souls, to degrade the nobler part to a sordid slavery, in making the
brute have dominion over the man, as if the horse were fittest to govern
It is a falseness to God, and a breach of trust, to let our minds
the rider.
be imposed upon by our fancy, in giving them only feathers to dandle, and

sequent of
wherewith

it.

man was

all

first

:

'

—
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chaff to feed on, instead of those braver objects they were

made

to converse

Withal.

Nothing is
3. We are accountable to God, and punishable for thoughts.
The text tells us, that they
the meritorious cause of God's wrath but sin.
were once the keys which opened the flood-gates of divine vengeance, and
broached both the upper and nether cisterns, to overflow the world. If they
need a pardon Acts viii. 22, If perhaps the thought of thy heart may be
forgiven thee'
(as certainly they do), then, if mercy doth not pardon them,
And it is absolutely said, Prov. xii. 2, That a
justice will condemn them.

—
—

'

'

man

of wicked devices,'* or thoughts,

'

God will condemn.'

God's preroTo what purpose,
It is

mentioned in Scripture, to search the heart.'
the acts of it did not fall under his censure, as well as his cognisance ?
He weighs the spirits,' Prov. xvi. 2, in the balance of his sanctuary, and
by the weights of his law, to sentence them, if they be found too light.
The word doth discover and judge them Heb. iv. 12, 13, It divides
asunder the soul and spirit,' the sensitive part, the affections, and the

gative, often

'

if

'

'

:

and will both which it doth dissect, and open,
and judge the acts of them, even the thoughts and intents, li/^u/x^ffswv xa/
snoioov, whatsoever is within the ^ufj^og, and whatsoever is within the vov;,
These it passeth a
the one referring to the soul, the other to the spirit.
judgment upon, as a critic censures the errata even to syllables and letters
in an old manuscript.
These we are to render an account of (as the Syriac
Of what ? Of the
renders those words, ver. 13, ivith ivhom we have to do).
The least speck
first bubblings of the heart, the motions, and intents of it.
and atom of dust in every chink of this little world is known and censured
by God. If our thoughts be not judged, God would not be a righteous judge.
He would not judge according to the merit of the cause, if outward actions
were only scanned, without regarding the intents, wherein the principle nad
rational, the understanding

;

end of every action lies, which either swell or diminish the malignity of it.
Actions in kind the same, may have different circumstances in the thoughts
to heighten the one above the other ; and if they were only judged, the most
painted hypocrite might commence a blessed spirit at last, as well as the
It
exactest saint.
It is necessary also for the glory of God's omniscience.
is hereby chiefly that the extensiveness of God's knowledge is discovered,
to
and that in order to the praise or dispraise of men, 1 Cor. iv. 5, viz.,
their justification or condemnation.
Those very thoughts will accuse thee
before God's tribunal, which accuse thee here before conscience, his deputy
Rom. ii. 15, 16, ' Their thoughts the mean while {i.e. in this life, while
conscience bears witness) accusing or excusing one another, in the day when
:

God shall judge the secrets of men ;' i. e. and also at the day of judgment,
when conscience shall give in its final testimony, upon God's examination of
the secret counsels.
This place is properly meant of those reasonings concerning good and evil in men's consciences, agreeable to the law of nature
imprinted on them, which shall excuse them, if they practise accordingly, or
But it will hold
accuse them, if they behave themselves contrary thereunto.
in this case, for if those inward approbations of the notions of good and evil
will accuse us for our contrary practices, they will also accuse us for our
contrary thoughts.
Our good thoughts will be our accusers for not observing them, and our bad thoughts will be indictments against us for complying
with them.f
It is probable the soul may be bound over to answer chiefly for
these at the last day ; for the apostle chargeth Simon's guilt upon his
* nintD
taken in an
t

C'''K.
ill

A man

of thoughts,

i. e.

evil thoughts, the

word being

usually-

sense.

Non solum

opus, sed mali operis cogitatio pocnas luet.

Ilieron. in

Hosea

vii.
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thought, not his word, aud tells him pardon must be principally granted for
that. Acts viii. 22.
The tongue was only an instrument to express what his
heart did think, and would have been wholly innocent, had not his thoughts

been first criminal. What, therefore, is the principal subject of pardon,
would be so of punishment as the first incendiaries in a rebellion are most
severely dealt with.
And if (as some think) the fallen angels were stripped of
their primitive glory, only for a conceived thought, how heinous must that
be which hath enrolled them in a remediless misery ?
Having proved that there is a sinfulness in our thoughts, let us now see
what provocation there is in them, which jp some respects is greater than
;

But we must take actions here in sensu diviso, as distinguished from the inward preparations to them.
In the one there is more
of scandal, in the other more of odiousness to Grod.
G-od, indeed, doth not
punish thoughts so visibly, because, as he is governor of the world, his
judgments are shot against those sins that disturb human society ; but he
hath secret and spiritual judgments for these, suitable to the nature of the
that of our actions.

sins.

Now

thoughts are greater in respect,
The wickedness that

Of fruitfulness.

God saw great in the earth was
the fruit of imaginations.
They are the immediate causes of all sin. No
cockatrice but was first an egg.
It was a thought to be as God, Gen. iii. 5,
that was the first breeder of all that sin under which the world groans at
this day ; for Eve's mind was first beguiled in the alteration of her thought,
Since that, the lake of inward malignity acts all its evil by
2 Cor. xi. 3.
these smoking steams.
Evil thoughts lead the van in our Saviour's catalogue, Mat. XV. 19, as that which spirits all the black regiment which march
behind.
As good motions cherished will spring up in good actions, so loose
thoughts favoured will break out in visible plague-sores, and put fire unto
all that wickedness which hes habitually in the heart, as a spark may to a
whole stock of gunpowder.
The vain babblings' of the soul, as well as
those of the tongue,
will increase to more ungodliness,' 2 Tim. ii. 16.
Being thus the cause, they include virtually in them all that is in the eflect ;
as a seed contains in its little body the leaves, fruit, colour, scent, which
afterward appear in the plant.
The seed includes all, but the colour
doth not virtually include the scent, or the scent the colour, or the leaves the
fruit.
So it is here, one act doth not include the formal obliquity of another ;
but the thought which caused it doth seminally include both the formal and
final obliquity of every action, both that which is in the nature of it, and in
the end to which it tends.
As when a tradesman cherisheth immoderate
thoughts of gain, and in the attaining it runs into 'many foolish and hurtful lusts,' 1 Tim. vi. 9, there is cheating, lying, swearing, to put ofi' the
commodity ; all these several acts have a particular sinfulness in the nature
of the acts themselves, besides the tendency they have to the satisfying an
inordinate afiection, all which are the spawn of those first immoderate thoughts
1.

'

'

up greedy desires.
In respect of quantity. Imaginations are said to be continually evil.
There is an infinite variety of conceptions, as the psalmist speaks of the sea,
wherein are all things creeping innumerable, both small and great,' and a
constant generation of whole shoals of them
that you may as well number
the fish in the sea, or the atoms in the sunbeams, as recount them.
There is a greater number in regard of the acts, and in regard of the
stirring
2.

*

;

objects.
1.

In regard of the acts of the mind.
Antecedent acts.
How many preparatory motions of the mind are

(1.)

—
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there to one wicked external act * Yea, how many sinful thoughts are twisted
together to produce one deUberate sinful word
All which have a distinct
guilt, and, if weighed together, would outweigh the guilt of the action abstractedly considered.
How many i-epeated complacencies in the first
motion, degrees of consent, resolved broodings, secret plottings, proposals of
!

!

various methods, smothering contrary checks, vehement longings, dehghtful
hopes, and forestalled pleasures in the design
All which are but thoughts
Upon a dissection of
assenting or dissenting, in order to the act intended.
all these secret motions by the critical power of the word, we should find a
!

guilt than would be apparent in the single action, for whose
sake all these spirits were raised.
There may be no sin in a material act,
considered in itself, when there is a provoking guilt in the mental motion.
A hypocrite's religious services are materially good, but poisoned by the imaIt is the wicked
gination skulking in the heart that gave birth unto them.
mind or thought f makes the sacrifice (a commanded duty), 'much more an
abomination to the Lord,' Prov. xxi. 27.
(2.) Consequent acts. When a man's fancy is pregnant with the delightful

more monstrous

sin that is past, he draws down a fresh guilt upon himas they did in the prophet, in reviving the concurrence of the will to the
act committed, making the sensual pleasure to commence spiritual, and, if
ever there were an aching heart for it, revoking his former grief by a renewed

remembrance of the
self

;

approbation of his darhng lust

whoredoms in calling
The lewdness of her
'

A man

of duration.

:

Ezek.

xxiii. 3,

19,

'

Yet she multiphed her

remembrance the days of her youth,' &c.
youth.'
Thus the sin of thoughts is gi-eater
to

ver. 21

;

in regard

hath neither strength nor opportunity always to

act,

but

he may always think, and imagination can supply the place of action or if
the mind be tired with sucking one object, it can with the bee presently
fasten upon another. Senses ai'e weary till they have a new recruit of spirits
as the poor horse may sink under his burden, when the rider is as violent as
ever.
Thus old men may change their outward profaneness into mental
wickedness
and as the psalmist remembered his old songs, Ps. Isxvii. 5, 6,
So that you
60 they their calcined sins in the night with an equal pleasure.
see there may be a thousand thoughts as ushers and lacqueys to one act, as
numerous as the sparks of a new lighted fire.
2. In regard of the objects the mind is conversant about.
Such thoughts
there are, and attended with a heavy guilt, which cannot probably, no nor
possibly, descend into outward acts.
A man may in a complacent thought
commit fornication with a woman in Spain, in a covetous thought rob another
in the Indies, and in a revengeful thought stab a third in America, and that
while he is in this congregation.
An unclean person may commit a mental
folly with every beauty he meets
a covetous man cannot plunder a whole
kingdom, but in one twinkling of a thought he may wish himself the possessor of all the estates in it. A Timon, a /j,iad',§poj-o;, cannot cut the throats
of all the world
but, like Nero, with one glance of his heart he may chop
off the heads of all mankind at a blow.
An ambitious man's practices are
confined to a small spot of land, but with a cast of his mind he may grasp an
empire as large as the four monarchies. A beggar cannot ascend a throne,
but in his thoughts he may pass the guards, mui-der his prince, and usurp
Nay, further, an atheist may think there is no God, Ps.
the government.
xiv. 1, i. e., as some interpret it, wish there were no God, and thus in thought
undeify God himself, though he may sooner dash heaven and earth in pieces
;

;

;

;

*

'Av

?£ irauTov 'iviohy ivoi^vis

^n(ravrHff,.a,

t

&c.

* avS^wri, -ro'tKiXo)/ xai ^of.vra^is
p. (mihi) 500.

Pluiarck. Moral,

nDTQ, with a wicked thought.

rxftiTiv xccxaJv iv^r,(TU; xai

;
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than accomplish it. The hodj is confined to one object, and that narrow
and proportionable to its nature; but the mind can wing itself to various
objects in all parts of the earth
where it finds none, it can make one for
fancy can compact several objects together, coin an image, colour a picture,
and commit folly with it Avhen it hath done it can nestle itself in cobwebs
spun out of its own bowels.
3. In respect of strength.
Imaginations of the heart are onlij, i. e. purely
evil.
The nearer anything is in union with the root, the more radical
strength it hath.
The first ebullitions of light and heat from the sun are
more vigorous than the remoter beams and the steams of a dunghill more
noisome next that putrefied body than when they are dilated in the air.
Grace is stronger in the heart operations than in the outward streams and
sin more foul in the imagination of the thoughts of the heart than in the act.
In the text the outward wickedness of the world is passed over with a short
expression
but the Holy Grhost dwells upon the description of the wicked
imagination, because there lay the mass, Ps. v. 9. Man's inward part is very
wickedness, Hlin D2 "ip, a whole nest of vipers. Thoughts are the immediate
spawn of the original corruption, and therefore partake more of the strength
and nature of it. Acts are more distant, being the children of our thoughts,
but the grandchildren of our natural pravity ; besides, they lie nearest to
that wickedness in the inward part, sucking the breast of that poisonous
dam that bred them. The strength of our thoughts is also reinforced by
being kept in, for want of opportunity to act them
as liquors in close
glasses ferment and increase their sprightliness.
Musing, either carnal or
spiritual, makes the fire burn the hotter, Ps. xxxix. 3 ; as the fury of fire is
doubled by being pent up in a furnace.
Outward acts are but the sprouts ;
the sap and juice lies in the wicked imagination or contrivance, which hath
a strength in it to produce a thousand fruits as poisonous as the former.
The members are the instruments or weapons, o'rrXa, of unrighteousness,'
Rom. vi. 13 now the whole strength which doth manage the weapon lies in
the arm that wields it, the weapon of itself could do no hurt without a force
impressed.
Let me add this too, that sin in thoughts is more simply sin.
In acts, there may be some occasional good to others, for a good man will
make use of the sight of sin committed by others to increase his hatred of
it
but in our sinful thoughts there is no occasion of good to others, they
lying locked up from the view of man.
4. In respect of alliance.
In these we have the nearest communion with
the devil.
The understanding of man is so tainted, that his wisdom, the
chiefest flower in it, is not only earthly and sensual (it were well if it were
no worse), but devilish too, James iii. 15. If the flower be so rank, what
are the weeds ?
Satan's devices and our thoughts are of the same nature,
and sometimes in Scripture expressed by the same word, vori/Mara, 1 Cor.
ii. 11, 2 Cor. x. 5.
As he hath his devices, so have we, against the authority
of God's law, the power of the gospel, and the kingdom of Christ.
The
devils are called spiritual wickednesses,' Eph. vi. 12, because they are not
capable of carnal sins.
Profaneness is an uniformity with the world, and
intellectual sins are an uniformity with the god of it, Eph. ii. 2, 3.
There
is a double walking, answerable to a double pattern in verse 2
fulfilling
the desires of the flesh,' is a walking according to the course of this world,'
or making the world our copy
and fulfilling the desires of the mind,' is a
' walking according
to the prince of the power of the air,' or a making the
devil our pattern.
In carnal sins Satan is a tempter, in mental an actor
therefore in the one we are conformed to his will, in the other we are transformed into his likeness. In outward, we evidence more of obedience to his
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

'

:

'

;

'

'
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laws ; in inward, more of affection to his person, as all imitations of others do.
Therefore there is more of enmity to God, because more of similitude and
love to the devil
a nearer approach to the diabolical nature, implj-ing a
gi-eater distance from the divine.
Christ never gave so black a character as
that of the devil's children to the profane world ; but to the pharisees, who
had left the sins of men to take up those of devils, and were most guilty of
those high imaginations which ought to be brought into captivity to the
obedience of Christ.
5. In respect of contrariety and odiousness to God.
Imaginations were
only evil, and so most directly contrary to God, who is only good.
Our
natural enmity against God, Kom. viii. 7, is seated in the mind.
The sensitive part aims at its own gratification, and in men serving their lusts thev
serve their pleasures
Titus iii. 3,
serving divers lusts and pleasures!'
But the TO '/jyi/xovr/thv, the prince in man, is possessed with principles of a
;

'

:

more direct contrariety ; whence it must follow that all the thoughts and
counsels of it are tinctured with this hatred.
They are indeed a defilement
of the higher part of the soul, and that which belongs more peculiarly to
God. And the nearer any part doth approach to God, the more abominable
is a spot upon it
as to cast dirt upon a prince's house is not so heinous as
to deface his image.
The understanding, the seat of thoughts, is more ex;

cellent than the will
both because we know and judge before we will, or
ought to will only so much as the understanding thinks fit to be willed ; and
because God hath bestowed the highest gifts upon it, adorning it with more
lively lineaments of his own image
Col. iii. 10, Renewed in knowledge after
the image of him that created him,' implying that there was more of the
image of God at the first creation bestowed upon the understanding, the seat
of knowledge, than on any other part
yea, than on all the bodies of men
distilled together.
Father of spirits is one of God's titles, Heb. xii. 9 to bespatter his children then, so near a relation, the jewel that he is choice of, must
need be more heinous. He being the Father of spirits, this spiritual wickedness of nourishing evil thoughts is a cashiering all child- like likeness to him.
;

'

:

;

;

The

mind

are most offensive to God ; as it is a gi-eater
the father hath given the greater portion to shut
him out of his house, only to revel in it with a company of rioters and
strumpets, than in a child who never was so much the subject of his father's
favour.
And it is more heinous and odious if these thoughts, which possess
traitorous acts of the

despite for a son to

whom

our souls, be at any time conversant about some idea of our own fi-aming^
were not altogether so bad if we loved something of God's creating, which
had a physical goodness and a real usefulness in it to allure us but to run
wildly to embrace an ens ratiovis, to prefer a thing of no existence, but what
is coloured by our own imagination, of no virtue, no usefulness, a thing that
God never created, nor pronounced good, is a greater enmity, and a higher
slight of God.
6. In respect of connaturalness and voluntariness.
They are the imaginations of the thoughts of the heart, and they are continually evil.
They are
It

;

as natural as the estuations of the sea, the bubblings of a fountain,* or the
twinkling of the stars.
The more natural any motion is, ordinarily the
Time is requisite to action, but thoughts have an instantanquicker it is.

The body is a heavy piece of clay, but the mind can start
eous motion.f
out on every occasion.
Actions have their stated times and places; but these
solicit us, and are entertained by us at all seasons.
Neither day nor night,
street nor closet, exchange or temple, can privilege us from them ; we meet
AvTo^^ffovas
•j-

xnyas t?j Kaxla;.

tdp^iffrov /ih vovi,

iia,

—

Phttarch. Moral.
vavros ya.^ T^ix^'Thales. {Diog. Laert.)

—

—
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them at every turn, and they strike upon our souls as often as hght upon our
There is no restraint for them ; the laws of men, the constitution of
eyes.
the body, the interest of profit or credit, are mighty bars in the way of outward profaneness, but nothing lays the reins upon thoughts but the law of
God and this man is not subject to, neither can be,' Rom. viii. 7. Besides,
few fii-mly
the natural atheism in man is a special friend and nurse of these
believing either the omniscience of God, or his government of the world,
which the Scripture speaks of frequently as the cause of most sins among
Actions are
the sons of men, Isa. xsix. 15, Ezek. ix. 9, Job xxii. 13, 14.
done with some reluctance, and nips of natural conscience. Conscience will
'

;

;

start at a gross temptation,

but

it

is

Men may

not frighted at thoughts.

commit speculative folly, and their conscience look on, without so much as
a nod against it men may tear out their neighbours' bowels in secret w-ishes,
and their conscience never interpose to part the fray. Conscience indeed
cannot take notice of all of them they are too subtle in their nature, and
They are many, Prov.
too quick for the observation of a finite principle.
and they are nimble
xix. 21, 'There are many devices in a man's heart,'
;

—

;

—

too ; like the bubblings of a boiling pot, or the rising of a wave, that preAnd as Florus saith of the Ligurians,* the diffisently slides into its level.
They are secret sins, and are no
culty is more to find than conquer them.

more discerned than motes

in the air without a spiritual

sunbeam

;

whence

me

from secret sins,' which some explain of sins of thoughts, that were like sudden and frequent flashes of
There is also
lightning, too quick for his notice, and unknown to himself.
more delight in them ; there is less of temptation in them, and so more of
election, and consequently more of the heart and pleasure in them w^hen they
Acts of sin are troublesome there is danger as well as plealodge with us.
sure in many of them but there is no outward danger in thoughts, therefore
the delight is
the complacency is more compact and free from distraction
more unmixed too, as intellectual pleasures are more refined than sensual.
All these considerations will enhance the guilt of the inward operations.
The uses shall be two, though many inferences might be drawn from the

David

cries out, Ps. xix. 12,

'

Cleanse

;

;

;

point.

What a mass of vanity should we find in our minds, if we
1. Reproof.
could bring our thoughts, in the space of one day, yea, but one hour, to an
How many foolish thoughts with our wisdom, ignorant with our
account
knowledge, worldly with our heavenliness, hypocritical with our religion,
Our hearts would be like a grot, furand proud with our humiliations
nished with monstrous and ridiculous pictures ; or as the wall in Ezekiel's
vision, Ezek. viii. 5, 10, portrayed with every form of creeping things and
abominable beasts ; a greater abomination than the image of jealousy at the
outward gate of the altar. Were our inwards opened, how should we stand
Well
gazing both with scorn and wonder at our being such a pack of fools
may we cry out with Agur, Prov. xxx. 2, We have not the understandings
is
of
them
as
requisite
for
rational
use
the
creatures,
make
not
of men.' We
because we degrade them to attendances on a brutish fancy. I make no
question, but were we able to know the fancies of some irrational creatures,
we should find them more noble, heroic, and generous in suo genere, than
the thoughts of most men ; more agreeable to their natures, and suited to
God is not in all his thoughts.' How
Ps. x. 4,
the law of their creation
No ; our
Httle is God in any of our thoughts according to his excellency
If any thoughts
shops, our rents, our backs and bellies, usurp God's room.
of God do start up in us, how many covetous, ambitious, wanton, revengeful
!

!

!

'

:

'

!

* Major aliquanto labor

erat inveuire,

quam

vincere.

Florus,

lib. ii.

cap.

iii.

—
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thoughts are jumbled together with them
Is it not a monstrous absurdity
to place our friend with a crew of vipers, to lodge a king in a stye, and
entertain him with the fumes of a jakes and dunghill ?
A wicked man's
heart is little worth,' Prov. x. 20 ; all the peddling wares and works in his
inward shop are not valuable with one silver drop from a gracious man's
!

'

It

lips.

was an

argument of the primitive Christians

invincible

for the
all others in the world, that it did
not as unanswerable an argument that

purity of the Christian rehgion above
prohibit evil thoughts.*

And

is it

we

are no Christians, if we give liberty to them ?
What is our moral conversation outwardly but only a bare abstinence from sin, not a disaffection ?
Were we really and altogether Christians, would not that which is the
chiefest purity of Christianity be our pleasure ? and would we any more

wrong God

in our secret hearts than in the open streets ?
Is not thought
a beam of the mind, and shall it be enamoured only on a dunghill ?
Is not
the understanding the eye of the soul, and shall it behold only gilded
nothings ?
It is the flower of the spirit.f
Shall we let every caterpillar
suck it ? It is the queen in us.
Shall every ruffian deflower it ?
It is
as the sun in our heaven ; and shall we besmear it with misty fancies ?
It was created surely for better purposes than to catch a thousand weight
of spiders, as Heliogabalus employed his servants. |
It was not intended
to be made the common sewer of filthiness, or ranked among those ^Zm
'7rdiJj<paya,% which eat not only fruit and flesh, but flies, worms, dung, and

sorts of loathsome materials.
Let not, therefore, our minds wallow in
a sink of fantastical follies, whereby to rob God of his due, and our souls
of their happiness.
2. Exhortation.
We must take care for the suppression of them. All
vice doth arise from imagination.
Upon what stock doth ambition and
revenge grow, but upon a false conceit of the nature of honour ? What
engenders covetousness, but a mistaken fancy of the excellency of wealth ?
Thoughts must be forsaken as well as our way Isa. Iv. 7, * Let the wicked
forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts,' &c. ; we cannot else
have an evidence of a true conversion ; and if we do not discard them, we
are not Hke to have an abundant pardon
and what will the issue of that
be but an abundant punishment ? Mortification must extend to these affections must be crucified. Gal. v. 24, and all the little brats of thoughts which
beget them, or are begotten by them.
Shall we nourish that which brought
down the wrath of God upon the old world, as though there had not been
already sufiicient expeinments of the mischief they have done ?
Is it not
our highest excellency to be conformed to God in holiness, in as full a measure as our finite natures are capable ? And is not God holy in his counsels
and inward operations as well as in his works ? Hath God any thoughts
but what are righteous and just ?
Therefore the more fooHsh and vain our
imaginations are, the more are we ' alienated from the life of God,' Eph, iv.
all

||

:

;

;

The

Gentiles were so, because they ' walked in the vanity of their
shall be so if vanity walk and dwell in ours.
As the tenth
commandment forbids all unlawful thoughts and desires, so it obligeth us to

17, 18.

mind

;'

and we

thoughts and desires that

may make

us agreeable to the divine will, and
advantage by suppressing them.
We can more easily resist temptations without, if we conquer motions within.
Thoughts are the mutineers in the soul, which set open the gates for Satan.
He hath held a secret intelligence with them (so far as he knows them) ever
all

like to

God

himself.

We

shall find great

* Apud nos et cogitare peccare
\"Avh( Tr.i ^vx>is- Plat.

—

§ Arist. Histor. animal,

est.

lib. viii.

Mmucius

Felix.
I
I

Lampridius.
Mirandul. de Imaginat.

c. vii.
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fall, and they are his spies to assist him in the execution of his
They prepare the tinder, and the next fiery dart sets all on a flame.
He shed
cherish these, if we consider that Christ died for them ?

since the
devices.

Can

-we

his blood for that which put the world out of order, which was accomplished
by the sinful imagination of the first man, and continued by those imagirja-

He died to restore God to his right, and man
tions mentioned in the text.
to his happiness, neither of which can be perfectly attained till those be
thrown out of the possession of the heart.
That we may do this, let ns consider these following directions, which
may be branched into these heads 1, for the raising good thoughts 2, pre4, ordering good when
venting bad
3, ordering bad when they do intrude
:

;

;

;

they appear in us.
1.

For raising good thoughts.
Get renewed hearts. The fountain must be cleansed which breeds

(1.)

Pure vapours can never ascend from a filthy quagmire. "\Miat
the vermin.
Thoughts will
issue can there be of a vain heart but vain imaginations ?
must be holy
not become new till a man is in Christ, 2 Cor. v. 17.
necessary
for
the
dislodgmg of
holily.
Sanctification
is
think
before we can
Jer. iv. 14,
Wash thy heart
vain thoughts, and the introducing of good
how long shall thy vain thoughts lodge within
from wickedness,' &c.
A sanctified reason would both discover and shame our natural
thee ?'
As all animal operations, so all the spiritual motions of our heads,
follies.
depend upon the life of our hearts as the i^^'incipium originis, Prov. iv. 23.
As there is a law in our members to bring us into captivity to the law of
sin, Rom. vii. 28, so there must be a law in our minds to bring our thoughts
must be renewed in the spii'it
to the obedience of Christ, 2 Cor. x. 5.
of our minds, Eph. iv; 23, in our reasonings and thoughts, which are the
spirits whereby the understanding acts, as the animal spirits are the instruments of corporeal motion. Till the understanding be bom of the Spirit,
John iii. 6, it will delight in, and think of, nothing but things suitable to its
fleshly original ; but when it is spiritual, it receives new impressions, new
reasonings and motions, suitable to the Holy Ghost, of whom it is bom.
stone, if thrown upwards a thousand times, will fall backward, because it is
a forced motion ; but if the nature of this stone were changed into that of
You
fire, it would mount as naturally upward as before it sunk downward.

We
'

:

:

'

We

A

some thoughts toward heaven sometimes, but they will not be
Grace only gives stability: Heb. xiii, 9, 'It
natm-e be changed.
is a good thing that the heart be estabhshed with grace,' and prevents flucand what is our end
tuation by fixing the soul upon God as its chief end
will not only be first in our intentions, but most frequent in our consideraHence a sanctified heart is called in Scriptm-e a stedfast heart.'
tions.
There must be an enmity against Satan put into our hearts, according to the
first promise, before we can have an enmity against his imps, or anything

may

force

natural

till

;

'

that

him.
Study Scripture.

is like

Original corruption stuffs us with bad thoughts,
for it proposeth
;
exceedingly
suit our imaginative faculty, as well as
things in such terms as
Judicious
would
make us apknowledge
understanding.
our
strengthen
prove things that are excellent,' Philip, i. 9, 10 ; and where such things are
Fulness is the cause of stedfastness.
approved, toys cannot be welcome.
The cause of an intent and piercing eye is the multitude of animal spirits.
Without this skill in the word, we shall have as foolish conceits of divine
things as ignorant men without the rules of art have of the sun and stars,
The word is called a
or things in other countries which they never saw.
(2.)

and Scriptm'e-knowledge would stock us with good ones

'

—

:;
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our eyes,

i.e.
the affections, Ps. cxix. 105
It will_ direct the
Enlightens the eyes.'
Ps. xix. 8,
It enlightens the
glances of our minds, and the motions of our affections.
As a scholar newly
eyes, and makes us have a new prospect of things.
entered into logic, and studied the predicaments, &c., looks upon everything
with a new eye, and more rational thoughts, and is mightily delighted with

lamp

to our feet,

e.

i.

the understanding

;

a light to

'

:

everything he sees, because he eyes them as clothed with those notions he
hath newly studied.
The devil had not his engines so ready to assault
Christ, as Christ, from his knowledge, had Scripture-precepts to oppose him.
As our Saviour by this means stifled thoughts offered, so, by the same, we
may be able to smother thoughts arising in us. Converse, therefore, often
with the Scripture, transcribe it in your heart, and turn it in succum et sanguinem, whereby a vigour will be derived into every part of your soul, as
Thus you will
there is by what you eat to every member of your body.
make your mind Christ's library, as Jerome speaks of Nepotianus.*
conversion.
(3.) Reflect often upon the frame of your mind at your first
None have more settled and more pleasant thoughts of divine things than
new converts when they first clasp about Christ, partly because of the novelty

God puts a full stock into them and diligent tradesmen, at their first setting up, have their minds intent upon improving their stock.
Endeavour to put your mind in the same posture it
was then. Or if you cannot tell the time when you did first close with Christ,
recollect those seasons wherein you have found your affections most fervent,
your thoughts most united, and your mind most elevated, as when you renewed repentance upon any fall, or had some notable cheerings from God
and consider what matter it was which carried your heart upward, what emof their state, and partly because

;

in, when good thoughts did fill yom* soul, and
same experiment again. Asaph would oppose God's ancient works
to his murmuring thoughts
he would remember his song in the night, i.e.
the matter of his song, and read over the records of God's kindness, Ps.

ployment you were engaged
try the

;

David, too, would never forget, i.e. frequently renew the remembrance of those precepts whereby God had particularly quickened him,
Ps. cxix. 93.
Yea, he would reflect upon the places too where he had formerly conversed with God, to rescue himself from dejecting thoughts Ps.
xlii. 6,
Therefore will I remember thee from the land of Jordan,_and of the
Ixxvii.

6-12.

:

'

hill Mizar.'
Some elevations surely David had felt
remembrance whereof would sweeten the sharpness of

Hermonites, from the
in those places, the

our former sins visit our minds, pleading to be
remember the holy dispositions we had in our
repentance for them, and the thankful frames when God pardoned them.
The disciples, at Christ's second appearance, reflected upon their own warm
temper at his first discourse with them in a disguise, to confirm their faith,
and expel their unbeheving conceits Luke xxiv. 82, Did not our hearts
bum within us, while he talked with us by the way, and while he opened to
us the Scriptures ?'
Strive to recollect truths, precepts, promises, with the
his present grief.

When

speculatively reacted, let us

'

:

affection which possessed your souls when they first appeared in their
glory and sweetness to you.
David thought all the day of
(4.) Ballast your heart with a love to God.
God's law, as other men do of their lusts, because he inexpressibly loved it
Ps. cxix. 97,
how I love thy law
It is my meditation all the day.'
This was the sucVer. 113, « I hate vain thoughts, but thy law do "l love.'

same

'

!

* Lectione
fecerat.

assiilua et

Jerome, Ep.

VOL. V.

meditatione diuturna pectus

suum bibliotbecam

iii.

U

Christi
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to stifle Tain thoughts, and excite his hatred of ihem.
property of love to think no evil, 1 Cor. xiii. 5. It thinks good and
It fixeth
delightful thoughts of God, friendly and useful thoughts of others.
the image of our beloved object in our minds, that it is not in the power of
The beauty of an object will fasten a rolling eye.
other fancies to displace it.
It is difficult to divorce our hearts and thoughts from that which appears
Love will,
lovely and glorious in our minds, whether it be God or the world.
by a pleasing violence, bind down our thoughts, and hunt away other afiecIf it doth not establish our minds, they will be like a cork, which,
tions.*
with a light breath and a short curl of water, shall be tossed up and down
from its station. Scholars that love learning will be continually hammering
upon some notion or other which may further their progress, and as greedily
He that is winged with a
clasp it as the iron will its beloved loadstone.
divine love to Christ will have frequent glances and flights towards him, and
will start out from his worldly business several times in a day to give him a
visit.
Love, in the very working, is a settling grace ; f it increaseth our
delight in God, partly by the sight of his amiableness, which is cleared
to us in the very act of loving, and partly by the recompences he gives
both which will stake down
to the aff'ectionate carriage of his creature
the heart from vagaries, or giving entertainment to such loose companions as evil thoughts are. Well, then, if we had this heavenly afiection strong in us, it would not suffer unwholesome weeds to grow up so nefir
Either our love would consume those w^eeds, or those weeds will choke
it.
our love.
As the habit of faith is attended with habitual sanc(5.) Exercise faith.
tification, so the acts of faith are accompanied with a progress in the degrees
That faith which brings Christ to dwell in our souls will make us often
of it.
think of our inmate. Faith doth realise divine things, and make absent
objects as present, and so furnisheth fancy with richer streams to bathe itself
As there is a necessity of the use
in than any other principle in the world.
of fancy while the soul is linked to the body, so there is also a necessity of a
but it is too weak to do it
corrective for it. Reason doth in part regulate it
Man being
perfectly, because fancy in most men is stronger than reason. J
lowest
of
intelligent, fancy is in its
imaginative
beings,
and
the
highest
of
the
exaltation more than in creatures beneath him, and reason in its detriment
more than in creatures above him ; and therefore the imagination needs a
more skilful guide than reason. Fancy is like fire, a good servant, but a bad
master if it march under the conduct of faith, it may be highly serviceable,
and, by putting lively colours upon divine truth, may steal away our afl'ecFaith is the evidence of things not seen,' viz., not by a cortions to it.
and so it will supply the office of sense. It is
poreal, but intellectual eye
'
and if hope be an attendant on faith,
the substance of things hoped for
The remedy David used,
our thoughts will surely follow our expectations.
when he was almost stifled with disquieting thoughts, was to excite his soul
to a hope and confidence in God, Ps. xhi. 5 and when they returned upon him
The peace of God,' i. e. the reconcilihe used the same diversion, ver. 11.
ation made by a mediator between God and us believingly apprehended, will
'
and
minds
hearts
(or thoughts) against all anxious
keep (or garrison) our
Philip, iv. 5, 7, ^^ov^tissi to. vorjiMara
assaults both from within and without
When any vain conceit creeps up in you, act faith on the intercession
bfiwv.

cessful

means he used

It is the

;

;

;

'

;

;

'

;

*

'

:

*

^neas

oculis

semper vigilantis

^nean animo noxque
t O

Ti

i^us

(iicciov

Ti la-Ti

— Lucian

+ Mirand, de Imaginat.

c. xi.

inhaerit.

—

diesque refert.
Ovid. Her. Ep. vii.
ChryioatDialogTlrt^ahTa-a cv^avia i^urt.

xii.

—

'
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and consider, Is Christ thinking of me now in heaven, and pleading for me, and shall I squander away my thoughts on trifles, which will cost
me both tears and blushes ? Believingly meditate on the promises they
are a means to cleanse us from the filthiness of the spirit,' as well as that of
of Christ

;

;

'

the flesh, 2 Cor. vii. 1.
If the having them be a motive, the using them will
' Looking
be a means to attain this end.
at the things that are not seen
preserves us from
fainting,' and
renews the inward man day by day,'
These invisible things could not well keep our hearts
2 Cor. iv. 16, 18.
'

from fainting,
them.

'

if faith

did not

first

keep the thoughts from wandering from

(6.) Accustom yom-self toa serious meditation every morning. Fresh-airing
our souls in heaven will engender in us a purer spirit and nobler thoughts.
A morning seasoning would secure us for all the day.* Though other necessary thoughts about our calling will and must come in, yet when we have
despatched them, let us attend to our morning theme as our chief companion.
As a man that is going with another about some considerable business, suppose to Westminster, though he meets with several friends on the way, and
salutes some, and with others with whom he hath some afiairs he spends a
little time, yet he quickly returns to his companion, and both together go
their intended stage,
Do thus in the present case. Our minds are active,
and will be doing something, though to little purpose and if they be not
fixed upon some noble object, they will, like madmen and fools, be mightily
pleased in playing with straws.
The thoughts of God were the first visitors
David had in the morning, Ps. cxxxix. 17, 18. God and his heart met
together as soon as he w^as awake, and kept company all the day after.
In
this meditation, look both to the matter and manner.
First. Look to the matter of your meditation. Let it be some truth which will
assist you in reviving some languishing grace, or fortify you against some
triumphing corruption for it is our darling sin which doth most envenom our
thoughts Pi-ov. xxiii. 7, As a man thinks in his heart, so is he.' As if you have
a thirst for honour, let your fancy represent the honour of being a child of God
and heir of heaven. If you are inclined to covetousness, think of the riches
stored up in a Saviour, and dispensed by him
if to voluptuousness, fancy
the pleasures in the ways of wisdom here, and at God's right hand hereafter.
This is to deal with our hearts as Paul with his hearers, to catch them with
guile.
Stake your soul down to some serious and profitable mystery of religion
as the majesty of God, some particular attribute, his condescension
in Christ, the love of our Redeemer, the value of his suff'erings, the virtue
of his blood, the end of his ascension, the work of the Spirit, the excellency
,

;

;

:

'

;

;

of the soul, beauty of holiness, certainty of death, terror of judgments, tor-

ments of hell, and joys of heaven. f Why may not that which was the subject of God's innumerable thoughts, Ps. xl. 5, be the subject of ours ? God's
thoughts and counsels were concerning Christ, the end of his coming, his
death, his precepts of holiness, and promises of hfe
and that not only
speculatively, but with an infinite pleasure in his own glory, and the creatures' good to be accomplished by him.
Would it not be work enough for
our thoughts all the day, to travel over the length, breadth, height, and
depth of the love of Christ ? Would the greatness of the journey give us
leisure to make any starts out of the way ?
Having settled the theme for
all the day, wc shall find occasional assistances, even from worldly businesses as scholars, who have some exercises to make, find helps in their
;

;

*

Intus existens prohibet alienum.

t The heads of tlje Catechism might be taken in
and actuate our knowledge.

order,

which would both increase

;
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own course of reading, though the book hath no designed respect to their
proper theme.
Thus, by employing our minds about one thing chiefly, we
shall not only hinder them from vain excursions, but make even common
objects to be oil to our good thoughts, which otherwise would have been fuel
for our bad.
Such generous liquor would scent our minds and conversations
all the day, that whatsoever motions came into our hearts would be tinctured
with this spirit and savour of our morning thoughts as vessels, having been
filled with a rich wine, communicate a relish of it to the liquors afterwards
put into them.
We might also more steadily go about our worldly business
if we carry God in our minds
as one foot of the compass will more regularly move about the circumference when the other remains firm in the
;

;

centre.
!Secondhj.

Look

to the

manner

of

it.

Let it be intent. Transitory thoughts are like the glances of the
eye, soon on and soon ofi"; they make no clear discovery, and consequently
raise no sprightly affections.
Let it be one principal subject, and without
flitting from it
for if our thoughts be unsteady, we shall find but little
warmth a burning glass often shifted fires nothing. We must look at the
things that are not seen, 2 Cor. iv. 18, (txottoui'twv, as wistly as men do at a
mark they shoot at. Such an intent meditation would change us into the
image, 2 Cor. iii. 18, and cast us into the mould, of those truths we think of;
it would make our minds more busy about them all the day, as a glaring
upon the sun fills our eyes for some time after with the image of it. To
this purpose look upon yourselves as deeply concerned in the things you
think of.
Our minds dwell upon that whereof we apprehend an absolute
necessity.
A condemned person would scarce think of anything but procuring a reprieve, and his earnestness for this would bar the door against
First,

;

:

other intruders.
Secondly, Let

it be affectionate and practical.
Meditation should excite
a spiritual delight in God, as it did in the psalmist
Ps. civ. 34, My meditation of him shall be sweet I will be glad in the Lord ;' and a divine
delight would keep up good thoughts, and keep out impertinencies.
A bare
speculation will tire the soul
and without application, and pressing upon
the will and affections, will rather chill than warm devotion.
It is only by
this means that we shall have the efficacy of truth in our wills, and the
sweetness in our affections, as well as the notion of it in our understandings.
The more operative any truth is in this manner upon us, the less power will
other thoughts have to interrupt, and the more disdainfully will the heart look
upon them if they dare be impudent. Never, therefore, leave thinking of a
spiritual subject till your heart be affected with it.
If you think of the evil
of sin, leave not till your heart loathe it
if of God, cease not till it mount
up in admirations of him. If you think of his mercy, melt for abusing it
if of his sovereignty, awe your heart into obedient resolutions ; if of his presence, double your watch over yourself.
If you meditate on Christ, make
no end till your hearts love him if of his death, plead the value of it for
the justification of your persons, and apply the virtue of it for the sanctification of your natures.
Without this practical stamp upon our affections, we
f hall have light spirits, while we have opportunity to converse with the most
serious objects.
We often hear foolish thoughts breathing out themselves in
a house of mourning, in the midst of cofiins and trophies of death, as if men
were confident they should never die, whereas none are so ridiculous as to
assert they shall live for ever.
By this instance in a truth so certainly
assented to, we may judge of the necessity of this direction in truths more
doubtfully believed.
:

:

;

;

;

'

—
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David did but
(7.) Draw spiritual inferences from occasional objects.
wistly consider the heavens, and he breaks out into self-abasement and
humble admirations of God, Ps. viii. 3, 4. Glean matter of instruction to
yourselves, and praise to your Maker, from everything you see
it will be a
degree of restoration to a state of innocency, since this was Adam's task in
paradise.
Dwell not upon any created object only as a virtuoso, to gratify
your rational curiosity, but as a Christian, call religion to the feast, and
make a spiritual improvement. No creature can meet our eyes, but affords
us lessons worthy of our thoughts, besides the general notices of the power
and wisdom of the Creator. Thus may the sheep read us a lecture of patience,
the dove of innocence, the ant and bee raise blushes in us for our sluggishness, and the stupid ox and dull ass correct and shame our ungrateful
;

ignorance, Isa.

i.

8.

And

since our Saviour did set forth his

own

excellency

metaphors by an acute fancy
would garnish out divine truths more deliciously, and conduct us into a more
inward knowledge of the mysteries of the gospel.
He whose eyes are
open cannot want an instructor, unless he wants a heart. Thus may a
tradesman spiritualise the matter he works upon, and make his commodities
serve in wholesome meditations to his mind, and at once enrich both his soul
and his coffers yea, and in part restore the creatures to the happiness of
answering a great end of their creation, which man deprived them of when
he subjected them to vanity.
Such a view of spiritual truths in sensible pictures, would clear our knowledge, purify our fancies, animate our affections,
encourage our graces, disgrace our vices, and both argue and shame us into
duty and thus take away all the causes of our wild wandering thoughts at
once.
And a frequent exercise of this method would beget and support a
habit of thinking well, and weaken, if not expel, a habit of thinking ill.
2. The second sort of directions are for the preventing bad thoughts.
in a sensible dress, the consideration of those

;

;

And

to this purpose,

Pride exposeth us to impatient and
up a calm and serenity in the
soul.
It is Agur's advice to be humbled, particularly for evil thoughts, Prov.
XXX. 32.
Frequent humiliations will deaden the fire within, and make the
sparks the fewer.
The deeper the plough sinks, the more the weeds are
killed, and the gi-ound fitted for good grain.
Men do not easily fall into those
(1.)

Exercise frequent humiliations.

disquieting thoughts, whereas humility clears

which they have been deeply humbled. Vain conceits love to reside
but by the sadness of the countenance the heart is made
better,' Eccles. vii. 3, 4.
There is more of wisdom or wise consideration in
a composed and graciously mournful spirit, whereas carnal mirth and sports
cause the heart to evaporate into lightness and folly. The more we are humbled
for them, the more our hatred of them will be fomented, and consequently
the more prepared shall we be to give them a repulse upon any bold intrusins for

most

in jolly hearts,

'

sion.

This clay will clog our
(2.) Avoid entangling yourselves with the world.
Who
minds, and a dirty happiness* will engender but dirty thoughts.
were so foolish to have
inward thoughts that their houses should conIf
tinue for ever,' but those that trusted in their riches' ? Ps. xlix. 6, 11.
much business
the world possess our souls, it will breed carking thoughts
meets with crosses, and then it breeds murmuring thoughts, and sometimes
it is crowned with success, and then it starts proud and self-applauding
thoughts.
Those that will be rich fall into many foolish and hurtful lusts,'
1 Tim. vi. 9, such lusts as make men fools and one part of folly is to have
Mists and fogs are in the lower region near the
wild and senseless fancies.
* Lutea felicitas. Auff de Civ. Dei. 1. x.
'

'

;

*

;
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"Were we free from earthly affecminds but if the
our hearts, we shall never want the fumes of it to fill our
heads.
And as covetous desires will stuff us with foolish imaginations, so
they will smother any good thought cast into us, as the thorns of worldly
cares choked the good seed and made it unfruitful, Mat. xiii. 22.
As we are
to rejoice in the world as though we rejoiced not, so, by the same reason, we
should think of the world as though we tkought not.
A conformity with the
world in affection is inconsistent with a change of the frame of the mind,
earth, but reach not that next the heavens.

tions, these gross vapours could not so easily disturb our

world once

Eom.

;

settle in

xii. 2.

Avoid idleness.

Serious callings do naturally compose men's spirits,
makes them blaze out in vanity. Idle souls as well
as idle spirits will be ranging.
As idleness in a state is both the mother and
(3.)

but too

much

recreation

nurse of faction, and in the natural body gives birth and increase to many
diseases by enfeebling the natural heat, so it both kindles and foments many
light and unprofitable imaginations in the soul, which would be sufficiently
diverted if the active mind were kept intent upon some stated work.
So
truly may that which was said of the servant be applied to om- nobler part,
that it will be wicked if once it degenerates into slothfulness in its proper
charge, Mat. xxv. 26, Thou wicked and slothful servant.' As empty minds
are the fittest subjects for extravagant fooleries, so vacant times are the fittest
seasons.
While we sleep, the importunate enemy within, as well as the
envious adversaiy without us, will have a successful opportunity to sow the
tares. Mat. xiii. 25, whereas a constant employment frustrates the attempt,
and discourageth the devil, because he sees we are not at leisure. Therefore, when any sinful motion steps in, double thy vigour about thy present
business, and the foolish impertinent will sneak out of thy heart at this discountenance. So true is that in this case, which Pharaoh falsely imagined in
another, that the more we labour the less we shall regard vain words, Exod.
V. 9.
As Satan is prevented by diligence in our callings, so sometimes the
Spirit visits us and fills us with holy affections at such seasons, as Christ
appeared to Peter and other disciples when they were a-fishing, John xxi. 3, 4,
and usually manifested his grace to men when they were engaged in their
useful businesses or religious services.
But these motions (as we may observe
by the way) which come from the Spirit are not to put us out of our way,
but to assist us in our walking in it, and further us both in our attendance
on and success in our duties. To this end look upon the work of your callings as the work of God, which ought to be done in obedience to him, as he
hath set you to be useful in the community.
Thus a holy exercise of our
callings would sanctify our minds, and by prepossessing them with solid
business, we should leave little room for any spider to weave its cobwebs.
(4.) Awe your hearts with tlie thoughts of God's omniscience, especially
the discovery of it at the last judgment.
We are very much atheists in the
concern of this attribute, for though it be notionally believed, yet for the most
'
part it is practically denied.
God understands all our thoughts afar off,'
Ps. cxxxix. 2, as he knew every creature which lay hid in the chaos and undigested lump of matter.
God is in us all, Eph. iv. 6, as much in us all as
he is above us all, yea, in every creek and chink and point of our hearts.
Not an atom in the spirits of all men in the world but is obvious to that allseeing eye, which knows every one of those things that come into our minds,'
Ezek. xi. 5.
God knows both the order and confusiou of them, and can
better tell their natures one by one than Adam named the creatures.
Fancy
then that you hear the sound of the last trumpet, that you see God's tribunal
set, and his omniscience calling out singly all the secrets of your heart.
'

'

—
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other imaginations ?

God, who knows this, should
Say with the church,
presently call me to judgment for this sinful glance ?
?'
Is it fit, either for God's glory
Shall not God search this out
Ps. xliv. 21,
or our interest, that when he comes to make inquisition in us, he should find
such a nasty dunghill and swarms of Egyptian lice and frogs creeping up and
down our chambers ? Were our heads and hearts possessed by this substantial truth, we should be ashamed to think what we shall be ashamed to own at
If a foolish thought break in, consider,

if

'

the last day.
(5.)

Keep

David desires God to * set
a constant watch over your hearts.
lips,' Ps. cxh. 3
much more should we desire

a watch before the door of his

God would keep

:

We

should have grace stand
they may disgrace a man and impair his interest and credit ; but thoughts are unknown if
undiscovered by words.
If a man knew what time the thief would come to
rob him, he would watch. We know we have thieves within us to steal away
our hearts ; therefore, when they are so near us, we should watch against a
surprise, and the more carefully, because they are so extraordinary sudden
Our minds are like idle schoolboys,
in their rise and quick in their motion.
that will be frisking from one place to another if the master's back be turned,
and playing instead of learning. Let a strict hand be kept over our afiections, those wild beasts'^ within us, because they many times force the understanding to pass a judgment according to their pleasure, not its own sentiment.
Young men should be most intent upon their guard, because their fancies
gather vigour from their youthful heat, which fires a world of squibs in a
day (which madmen and those which have hot diseases are subject to, because of the excessive inflammation of their brains), and partly because they
that

the door of our hearts.

sentinel there especially, for words have an outward bridle

:

to a maturity of knowledge, which would breed and foster
and discover the plausible pretences of vain afiections.
There are particular seasons wherein we must double our guard, as when incentives are present that may set some inward corruption on a flame.
Timothy's ofiice was to exhort younger as well as elder women, 1 Tim.
V. 2, and the apostle wisheth him to do it with all purity or chastity, Iv 'Ttdari
uyvila, that a temptation lying in ambush for him might not take his thoughts
and affections unguarded. Engage thy diligence more at solitary times and
in the night, wherein freedom from business gives an opportunity to an unsanctified imagination to conjure up a thousand evil spirits; whence perhaps
tried him in the night,'
it is that the psalmist tells us, Ps. xvii. 3, God had
and found him holy. The solitary cave tainted Lot with incest, Gen xix. 30,
who had preserved himself fresh in the midst of the salt lusts of Sodom. In
ill company, wherein we may be occasionally cast, there is need of an exacter
observation of our hearts, lest corrupt steams which rise from them, as vapours from lakes and minerals, being breathed in by us, may tincture our
spirits, or as those fuaajMarcc, which (as physicians tell us), exhaling from
consumptive persons, do by inspiration steal into our blood and convey a
contagion to us.
And though, above all keepings and watchings, we are to
keep and watch our hearts, f because out of them are the issues of life,'
Prov. iv. 23, yet we must walk the rounds about our senses and members
of the body, as the wise man there adviseth, ver. 24 the mouth, which utters
wickedness, the eyes, ver. 25, which are brokers to make bargains for the
heart, and ver. 26, the feet, which are agents to run on the errands of sin.
And the rather must we watch over our senses, because we are naturally

are not sprung

up

better thoughts,

'

'

:

*

Bnpia rns

•^'Ux/ii.

— Plato.

t Cellulam mearum cogitationum pertimescobam.

Hieron.

;
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more ready to follow the motions of them, as having had a longer acquaintance and familiarity with them before we grew up to the use of reason.
Besides, most of our thoughts creep in first at the windows of sense.
The
eye and the ear robbed Eve of original righteousness, and the eye rifled
David both of his justice and chastity.*
If the eyes behold strange women,
the heart will utter perverse things,' Prov. xxiii. 33.
Perverse thoughts
'

from a rolling eye.
Revel rout is usual where there is a negliHe that hath no rule over his own spirit is like a city
that is broken down, and without walls,' Prov. xxv. 28, where any thieves
may go in and out at pleasure.
will sparkle

gent government.

3.

The

'

third sort of directions are for the ordering of evil thoughts,

they do intrude

when

and,

;

Look often into your heart to see what it is doing
(1.) Examine them.
and what thoughts you find dabbling in it call to an account inquire what
business they have, what their errand and design is, whence they come, and
whither they tend. David asked his soul the reason of his troubled thoughts
Ps. xlii. 11, Why art thou disquieted,
my soul ?' So ask thy heart the
reason why it entertains such ill company, and by what authority they come
there, and leave not chiding, till thou hast put it to the blush.
Bring every
thought to the test of the word. Asaph had envious thoughts at the prosperity of the wicked, Ps. Ixxiii. 2, 3, which had almost tripped him up, and
laid him on his back.
And these had blown up atheistical thoughts, that
God did not much regard whether his commands were kept or no as though
God had untied the link between duty and reward, and the breach of his
laws were the readiest means to a favourable recompence
ver. 13,
I have
cleansed my hands in vain.'
But when he weighed things in the balance of
the sanctuary, by the holy rules of God's patience and justice, ver. 17, he
sees the brutishness of his former conceits
ver. 22,
So foolish was I and
ignorant, I was as a beast before thee ;' and, ver. 25, he makes an improvement of them to excite his desire for God, and dehght in him. Let us compare our thoughts with Scripture rules.
Comparing spiritual things with
spiritual, is the way to understand them
comparing spiritual sins with spiritual commands, is the way to know them
and comparing spiritual vices
with spiritual graces, is the way to loathe them.
Take not, then, anything
upon trust from a crazy fancy nor, without a scrutiny, believe that faculty
whereby dogs dream, and animals perform their natural exploits.
If they bear upon them a pal(2.) Check them at the first appearance.
pable mark of sin, bestow not upon them the honour of an examination.
If
;

:

'

;

:

'

'

:

;

;

;

the leprosy appear in their foreheads, thrust them, as the priests did Uzziah,
out of the temple
or as David answered his wicked solicitors, Ps. cxix. 115,
* Depart from me,
ye evil doers for I will keep the commandments of my God.'
Though we cannot hinder them from haunting us, yet we may from lodging
in us. The very sparkling of an abominable motion in our hearts is as little
to be looked upon, as the colour of wine in a glass by a man inclined to
drunkenness.
Quench them instantly, as you would do a spark of fire in a
heap of straw.f We must not treat with them. Paul's resolve is a good
pattern, not to confer with flesh and blood, Gal. i. 16.
We do not debate
whether we should shake a viper ofi" our hands.
If it be plainly a sinful
motion, a treaty with it is a degree of disobedience ; for a putting it to the
question whether we should suckle it, is to question whether God should be
obeyed or no. If it savour not of the things of God, hear not its rea;

:

* Plotinus describes thoughts thus t»» 'i^iu t^o;
i.
Cor et oculi sunt proxenetse peccati.
( Hie Annibal virtute, non mora frangitur.
:

lib.

t' 'inlet ifioiorn; *«' xonuna..

— JEnead,

—
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sons, and compliment it with no less indignation than our Saviour did his
Get thee behind me, Satan,' Mat.
officious disciple upon his carnal advice:
'

xvi. 22, 23.

Excuse

it

not, because

it

is

little.

may com-

Small vapours

a little
pact themselves into great clouds, and obstruct our sighi of heaven
know
poison may spread its venom through a great quantity of meat.
not how big a small motion, like a crocodile's egg, may grow, and how ravenous the breed may prove.
It may, if entertained, force our judgment, drag
our will, and make all our affections bedlams.* Besides, since the fancy is that
power in us upon which the devil can immediately imprint his suggestions,
;

We

and that we know not what army he hath to back any sinful motion, if once
the gate be set open, let us crush the brat betimes, and fling the head over
Well, then, let us be ashamed to cherish
the wall, to discourage the party.
that in our thoughts, which we should be ashamed should break out in our
words or actions. Therefore, as soon as you perceive it base, spit it out
with detestation, as you do a thing you unexpectedly find UDgrateful to your
palate.

Improve them. Poisons may be made medicinable. Let the thoughts
up a commotion of anger and hatred. We feel shiverings in
our spirits, and a motion in our blood, at the very thought of a bitter potion
we have formerly taken. Why may we not do that spiritually, which the
very frame and constitution of our bodies doth naturally, upon the calling
a loathsome thing to mind ? The Romans' sins were transient, but the shame
was renewed every time they reflected on them Rom. vi. 21, Whereof you
They reacted a detestation instead of the pleasure so
are now ashamed.'
should the revivings of old sins in our memories be entertained with our
We should also manage the opportunity, so as
sighs, rather than our joy.
Ps. cxix. 59, I thought
to promote some further degrees of our conversion
on my ways, and turned my feet into thy testimonies.' There is not the
most heUish motion, but we may strike some sparks from it, to kindle our
love to God, renew our repentance, rai'se our thankfulness, or quicken our
It gives you a just
obedience.
Is it a blasphemous motion against God ?
occasion thence to awe your heart into a deeper reverence of his majesty. Is
Open the flood-gates of your godly sorrow, and groan
it a lustful thought ?
Is it a remembrance of your former sin ? Let it wind
for your original sin.
up your heart in the praises of him who delivered you from it. Is it to
tempt you from duty ? Endeavour to be more zealous in the performance
Resolve to be a light shinof it.
Is it to set you at a distance from God ?
ing the clearer in that darkness, and let it excite you to a closer adherence
Are they envious thoughts which steal upon you ? Let thankfulto him.
ness be the product, that you enjoy so much as you do, and more than you
(3.)

of old sins stir

*

:

:

:

'

Let Satan's fiery darts inflame your love rather than your lust,
and, like a skilful pilot, make use of the violence of the winds, and raging
This is to beat tlie
of the sea, to further you in your spiritual voyage.
devil, and your own hearts, with their own weapons ; who will have little
stomach to fight with those arms wherewith they see themselves wounded.
There is not a remembrance of the worst objects but may be improved to
humility and thankfulness ; as St Paul never thought of his old persecuting,
but he sank down in humiliation, and mounted up in admirations of the
deserve.

riches of grace.
(4.) Continue your resistance if they still importune thee, and lay not down
As the wise man speaks of
thy weapons till they wholly shrink from thee.
a fool's words, Eccles. x. 13, so I may not only of our blacker, but our more

*
tasiae

Ex Line nota est
quam diaceduut.

infirmitas

Kemp,

mea

:

quia multo facilius irruuat abomiuaudae pban-

de Imit. Chr. lib.

iii.

cap. xx.

:
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aerial fancies.
The beginning of them is foolishness,' but if suflfered to
gather strength, they may end in mischievous madness ;' therefore, if they
do continue, or reassume their arms, we must continue and reassume our
shield
Eph. vi. 16, Above all, taking the shield of faith,' dvaXaCoi-T-Ee, taking up again.
Kesistance makes the devil and his imps fly, but forbearance
makes them impudent. In a battle, when one party faints and retreats, it
adds new spirits to the enemy that was almost broken before
so will these
motions be the more vigorous if they perceive we begin to flag.
That encouraging command, James iv. 7, 'Resist the devil, and he will fly from you,'
implies not only the beginning a fight, but continuance in it till he doth fly.
We must not leave the field till they cease their importunity, nor increase
their courage by our own cowardice.
*
Watch and pray' are
(5.) Join supplication with your opposition.
sometimes linked together. Matt. xxvi. 41. The diligence and multitude of
our enemies should urge us to wateh, that we be not surprised ; and our own
weakness and proneness to presumption should make us pray, that we may
be powerfully assisted.
Be as frequent in soliciting God as they are in
soliciting you ; as they knock at your heart for entrance, so do you knock
at heaven for assistance.
And take this for your comfort as the devil takes
their parts, so Christ will take yours at his Father's throne ; he that prayed
that the devil might not winnow Peter's faith, will intercede that your own
heart may not winnow yours.
If the waves come upon you, and you are
ready to sink, cry out with Peter, Master, I perish,' and you shall feel his
hand raising you, and the winds and waves rebuked into obedience by him.
The very motions of your hearts heavenward at such a time is a refusal of
the thought that presseth upon you, and will be so put upon your account.
When any of these buzzing flies discompose you, or more violent hurricanes
shake your minds, cry out with David, Ps. Ixxxvi. 11, 12, 'Unite my heart
'

'

'

:

;

:

'

and a powerful word will soon silence these disturbing
enemies, and settle your souls in a calm and a praising posture.
whether they
4. A fourth sort of directions is concerning good motions
spring naturally from a gracious principle, or are peculiarly breathed in by
the Spirit.
There are ordinary bubblings of grace in a renewed mind, as
there are of sins in an unregenerate heart
for grace is as active a principle
as any, because it is a participation of the divine nature.
But there are
other thoughts darted in beyond the ordinary strain of thinking, which, like
And
the beams of the sun, evidence both themselves and their original.
as concerning these motions joined together, take these directions in short
As it is our happiness, as well as our
(1.) Welcome and entertain them.
duty, to stifle evil motions, so it is our misery, as well as our sin, to extinguish
heavenly. Strange fire should be presently quenched, but that which descends
from heaven upon the altar of a holy soul* must be kept alive by quickening
meditation.
When a holy thought lights suddenly upon you, which hath
no connection with any antecedent business in your mind (pi'ovided it be not
unseasonable, nor hinder you from any absolutely necessary duty, either of
religion or your calling), receive it as a messenger from heaven, and the
rather because it is a stranger.
You know not but you may entertain an
angel, yea, something greater than an angel, even the Holy Ghost.
Open
all the powers of your souls, like so many organ-pipes, to receive the breath
of this Spirit when he blows upon you.
It is a sign of an agreeableness
between the heart and heaven when we close with, and preserve, spiritual motions.
We need not stand long to examine them ; they are evident by their
holiness, sweetness, and spirituality.
We may as easily discern them as we
to fear thy name,'

;

;

*

eufficLffTfiotaTou &10V.

—Polycarp. Epist. ad Phil., terms holy persons.

;
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can exotic plants from those that grow naturally in our own soil, or as a
between a rich and generous wine,
and a rough water. The thoughts instilled by the Spirit of adoption. Gal.
full
V. 22, are not violent, tumultuous,
of perturbation
but, like himself,
gentle and dove-hke solicitings, warm and holy impulses, and, when cherished,
leave the soul in a more humble, heavenly, pure, and believing temper than
they found it.
It is a high aggravation of sin to
resist the Holy Ghost,'
Acts vii. 51.
Yet we may quench his motions by neglect, as well as by opposition, and by that means lose both the profit and pleasure which would
have attended the entertainment.
Salvation came both to Zaccheus his house
and heart, upon embracing the fixst motion our Saviour was pleased to make
him.
Had he slighted that, it is uncertain whether another should have
been bestowed upon him. The more such sprouts are planted and nourished
in us, the less room will stinking weeds have to root themselves, and disperse their influence.
And for thy own good thoughts, feed them and keep
them alive, that they may not be like a blaze of straw, which takes birth and
expires the same minute.
Brood upon them, and kill them not, as some
David kept
birds do their young ones, by too often flying from their nests.
up a staple of sound and good thoughts he would scarce else have desired
God to try and know them,' Ps. cxxxix. 23, had they been only some few
palate, at the first taste, can distinguish

;

'

;

*

weak

flashes at uncertain times.

Improve them for those ends to which they naturally tend. It is
not enough to give them a bare reception, and forbear the smothering of
them ; but we must consider what affections are proper to be raised by them,
either in the search of some truth, or performance of some duty.
Those
gleams which shoot into us on the sudden, have some lesson sealed up in
them to be opened and learned by us. When Peter, upon the crowing of
the cock, called to mind his Master's admonition, * he thought thereon, and
wept,' Mark xiv. 72 ; he did not only receive the spark, but kindled a suitable afiection.
A choice graff, though kept very carefully by us, yet if not
presently set, will wither, and disappoint our expectation of the desired fruit.
No man is without some secret whispers to dissuade him from some alluring
and busy sin Job xxxiii. 14-17, God speaks once, yea, twice, that he may
withdraw man from his purpose ;' as Cain had by an audible voice. Gen. iv.
7, which, had he observed to the dam.ping the revengeful motion against his
brother, he had prevented his brother's death, his own despair, and eternal
ruin.
Have you any motion to seek God's face, as David had ? Let your
hearts reply, Thy face. Lord, will I seek,' Ps. xxvii. 8.
The address will
be most acceptable at such a time, when your heart is tuned by one that
searcheth the deep things of God,' 1 Gor. ii. 10, and knows his mind, and
what airs are most dehghtful to him. Let our motion be quick in any duty
which the Spirit doth suggest ; and while he heaves our hearts, and oils our
wheels, we shall do more in any religious service, and that more pleasantly
and successfully, than at another time, with all our own art and industry
for his injections are like water poured into a pump to raise up more
and
as Satan's motions are not without a main body to second them, so neither
do the Spirit's go unattended, without a sufficient strength to assist the enWell then, lie not at anchor when a fresh gale would fill
tertainers of them.
thy sails, but lay hold of the present opportunity.
These seasons are often
like those influences from certain conjunctions of the planets, which, if not
(according to the astrologer's opinion) presently applied, pass away, and return not again in many ages.
So the Spirit's breathings are often determined,
that if they be not entertained with suitable affections, the time will be un(2.)

:

'

'

'

;

regainable,

and the same gracious opportunities of a sweet intercourse may
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be for ever lost for God will not have his Holy Spirit dishonoured in always
striving with wilful man, Gen. vi. 3.
When Judas neglected our Saviour's
advertisement, John xiii. 21, the devil quickly enters and hurries him to the
execution of his traitorous project, ver. 27, and he never meets with any motion afterwards but from his new master, and that eternally fatal both to his
;

body and

soul.

Refer them, if possible, to assist your morning meditation that, like
little brooks arising from several springs, they may meet in one channel, and
compose a more useful stream. What straggling good thoughts arise, though
they may owe their birth to several occasions, and tend divers ways, yet list
them in the services of that truth, to which you have committed the government of your mind that day ; as constables in a time of necessary business
for the king, take up men that are going about their honest and lawful occasions, and force them to join in one employ for the public service.
Many
accidental glances (as was observed before) will serve both to fix and illustrate
your morning proposition ; but if it be an extraordinary injection, and cannot
be referred to your standing thesia, follow it, and let your thoughts run whither
it will lead you.
A theme of the Spirit's setting is better than one of our
own choosing.
Record
choicer
of them.
the
We may have occasion to look back upon
(4.)
them another time, either as grounds of comfort in some hour of temptation,
or directions in some sudden emergency
but constantly as persuasive engagements to our necessary duty. Thus they may lie by us for further use,
as money in our purse.
Since Mary kept and pondered the short sayings of
our Saviour in her heart, Luke ii. 19, 51, committing and fitting them as
it were in her commonplace book, why should not we also preserve the
whisperings of that Spirit who receives from the same mouth and hand what
he. both speaks and shews to us?
It is pity the dust and fiUngs of choicer
metals, which may one time be melted down into a mass, should be lost in
a heap of drossy thoughts.
If we do not remember them, but like children
are taken with their novelty more than their substance, and like John Baptist's hearers, rejoice in their light only for a season, John v. 35, it will discourage the Spirit from sending any more and then our hearts will be empty,
and we know who stands ready to clap in his hellish swarms and legions.
But howsoever we do, God will record our good thoughts as our excusers, if
we improve them ; as our accusers, if we reject them. And as he took notice
how often he had appeared to Solomon, 1 Kings xi. 9, so he will take notice
how often his Spirit hath appeared to us ; and write down every motion
whereby we have been solicited, that they may be witnesses of his endeavours
for our good, and our own wilfulness.
Let our hearts be ready to attend every
(5.) Back them with ejaculations.
injection from heaven with a motion to it, since it is ingratitude to receive
As God
a present without returning an acknowledgment to the benefactor.
turns his thoughts of us into promises, so let us turn our thoughts of him
into prayers.
And since his regards of us are darted in beams upon us, let
them be reflected back upon him in thankfulness for the gift, and earnestness
both for the continuance and increase of such impressions ; as David prayed
that God would 'not take his holy Spirit from him,' Ps. li. 11, which had
inspired him with his penitential resolutions.
To what purpose doth the
Holy Ghost descend upon us, but to declare to us the things which are
freely given us of God ? 1 Cor. ii. 12.
And is it fit for us to hear such a
declaration without a quick suitable reflection ?
Since the Comforter is to
bring to our remembrance what Christ both spake and did, John xiv. 26, it
(3.)

;

;

=;=

;

'

'
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must be for the same end for which they were both spoken and acted by him,
which was to bring us to a near converse with God.- Therefore when the
Spirit renews in our minds a gospel truth, let us turn it into a present plea,
and be God's remembrancers of his own promises, as the Spirit is our remembrancer of divine truths.
We need not doubt some rich fruit of the application at such a season since without question the impressions the Spirit stamps
upon us are as much according to God's will, Rom. viii. 27, as the intercessions he makes for us.
Therefore when any holy thought doth advance itself
in our souls, the most grateful reception we can bestow upon it will be to
suffer our hearts to be immediately fired by it, and imitate, with a glowing
devotion, the royal prophet in that form he hath drawn up to our hands
Lord God of Abraham, Isaac, and of Israel our f ithers, keep this for ever
in the imagination of the thoughts of the heart of thy servant, and prepare
my heart unto thee,' 1 Chron. xxix. 18. This will be an encouragement to
God to send more such guests into our hearts and by an affectionate entertainment of them, we shall gain both a habit of thinking well, and a stock too.
;

'

;

A DISCOURSE OF THE CHURCH'S STABILITY.
it shall he said. This and that man was born in her; and the
Ps. LXXXVII. 5.
Highest himself shall establish her

And

of Sion

The

author of this psalm, and the time when

—

it

was penned, are uncertain.

Some think it was composed after the return of the Jews from Babylon, upon
the erection of the second temple, and designed to be sung in their constant
public assemblies
others think it was composed by David when he brought
;

the building of the temple, wherein
whoever was the author, to be ecstatical.
The penman breaks out into a holy rapture and admiration of the firmness
and stability of the church. It is also prophetical of the Christian church,
of the glory of it, the largeness of its bounds, and perpetual duration.
The
Jews ridiculously interpret it of literal Jerusalem, in regard of the excellency
of its climate, the goodness of the air, being seated in the middle or navel of
the earth, and the seat and spring of all the wise men, accounting all fools
that were to be found in other parts.
It is, true, others were not wise with a
wisdom to salvation they were not instructed in the high mysteries of religion
those
people were
by God as
but was there not learning among the Greeks,
and wisdom among the Chaldeans, and a ripeness in mechanic arts among
the Tyrians, which lived in the same climate with the Jews ?
It can by no
means be understood of the material Jerusalem and Sion, that was ruined by
the Babylonians, and though re-edified, yet afterwards subverted by the
Romans, and the remainders of it at this day become a stable for Mahomet
and the bringing in those nations mentioned, ver. 4, overthrows any such
interpretation, which never were enrolled in the registers of Sion, nor became
votaries to the true religion while the walls of that place were standing in
their glory.
Sion was the place whence the law was to come, Micah iv. 2, a
law of another nature than that which was uttered with thunders from mount
Sinai.
Sion was the place where the throne of Christ was to be settled,
the ark to Sion as the repository for
it

might honourably

rest.
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It seems,
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